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in times of uncertainty, it can be hard to make  
important creative decisions. how can we be sure  
our outcomes will be relevant in the long term?

the question we are all asking is: how long? how long will this last? and to what extent  

will the effects of the covid-19 pandemic impact consumer attitudes and needs?  

will this be something that we quickly move on from once it’s over? or will there be a  

generational echo akin to the permanent attitudinal transformation seen in those who  

lived through past crises like the great depression or 9/11?
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staying relevant in the long-term starts with  
anticipating changes and getting ahead of them.  
we absorb + process:

taken together, all of these factors point towards significant shifts in peoples’  

needs and expectations from designed objects & experiences.

EMERGING  
BEHAVIORS

INFLUENTIAL 
PHENOMENA

EXPERT  
SPECULATION

MACRO 
SHIFTS

process & inputs



   
   
 

this forecast provides four  
timely creative principles that  
anticipate changing consumer  
needs and map out opportunities  
to supercharge & future-proof  
creative problem solving. 
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each creative principle includes: 

1.  a description of the new consumer attitudes & expectations which  

 are driving its emergence.

2.  examples of the cutting-edge benchmarks that will be influencing  

 those needs. each phenomenon is rated on its likely durability, from    

 ephemeral (shortest impact) to transformative (major impact).

3.  specific creative guidelines for how designers, marketers,  

 and strategists can activate each principle in their daily work.

introduction



 

02.  
SIGNAL  
SAFETy

the only thing we all 

agree on is feeling unsure

reassure people that safety is 

your prime concern

03.  
ENABLE  
ESCAPE

everyone’s stress levels 

are off the charts

comfort people in search of 

soothing and cocooning

01.  
PIVOT TO  
dIGITAL

digital platforms finally 

achieve critical mass

figure out what digital does 

best and do that like crazy

creative principles / overview
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01  

social distancing has required a quick rush 
into a remote-everything world. 

some are struggling to match analog expe-
riences, while others are pushing forward,  
embracing the what digital can do best.



01  

social distancing has required a quick rush 
into a remote-everything world. 

some are struggling to match analog expe-
riences, while others are pushing forward,  
embracing the what digital can do best.

stuck at home, people have been boosting digital platforms in all areas of their personal and profes-

sional lives. from work and education to shopping and the arts, digital expectations have reached a 

critical mass which will certainly endure post-pandemic. 

emerging needs: inventive alternatives  /  Digital convenience  /  ultra access



remote styling
 

social distancing requirements are forcing 

creative professionals to get crafty

what it is

makeup artist lisa eldridge created the image for the cover of The Sunday Times Style 
Section while in lockdown. working with a model in maui and digital artist Jon Jacobsen in 
portugal, eldridge was able to create the makeup look on her own skin and then work with 
Jacobsen to transpose it digitally onto a portrait that the model had taken of herself (under 
Jacobsen’s direction).

according to eldridge, “someone asked me i’ll ever go on a shoot again as it can all be done 
from home ? the answer is resoundingly yes i will - as interesting as it’s been there is no 
substitute for the magic of applying makeup directly on to a human face.”

what it means

creative professionals are experimenting with new ways to create impactful images. once 
studios open back up, they will likely retain a bit of this new approach, if only to incorporate 
increased digitality or modes of remote collaboration.

https://www.gofugyourself.com/the-times-style-cover-05-2020

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://www.gofugyourself.com/the-times-style-cover-05-2020


gucci live
 

operating out of a dedicated set in a florence 

service center, Gucci Live aims to recreate the 

personal experience of in-store shopping

what it is

consumers are understandably wary about returning to their favorite stores so retailers are 
adapting by offering live shopping experiences. with this new in-store shopping service, 
potential gucci clients are connected with a personalized advisor who shows off the latest of-
ferings within a “faux luxury store”—a space specifically equipped with cameras and lighting 
to support what gucci calls “remote clienteling.” with mobile devices and laptops, staff com-
municates with shoppers in a way that saves them from having to physically visit the store 
space to see the available items on display.

what it means

live shopping services and apps are emerging to give consumers a new way to participate 
in e-commerce, especially in highly interactive ways that feels like a hybrid of the online and 
in-store experience.

more and more retailers are looking to bring the personal features of the in-store shopping 
experience directly into the customer’s home. Despite the convenience of e-commerce, 
consumers still value the human touch at critical points along the shopping journey.

https://www.voguebusiness.com/technology/gucci-live-personalised-video-shopping
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https://www.voguebusiness.com/technology/gucci-live-personalised-video-shopping


digital worship
 

religious communities gather together  

online to explore the bounds of virtual  

spirituality

what it is

in quaker worship, members sit together in silence, waiting for a message from god to move 
through them. this new frontier in virtual quakerism posed a question — was it possible to 
gather with god over Zoom?

what it means

with Zoom, there is a new intimacy to the gatherings. faces and expressions are on full 
display. “i really see that they are deep in worship,” Joan malin said of her fellow brooklyn 
friends. “there’s a vulnerability when someone is doing that, and here they are putting it 
onscreen for us to witness,” she said. “it helps me get there, too.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/22/arts/quaker-meeting-zoom.html?referringsource=articleshare

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/22/arts/quaker-meeting-zoom.html?referringSource=articleShare


virtual open house
 

some virtual real estate apps allow potential 

buyers or renters to explore a property  

remotely

what it is

in-person showings are once again allowed in new york city, after a monthslong ban brought 
on by the coronavirus, but they’re harder to schedule, more difficult to attend, and still a bit 
risky. so the virtual tour, the awkward cousin of the open house, is here to stay.

some brokerages are experimenting with 3-d tours that stitch together photos to create 
360-degree interactive views. matterport, a tech company with a 3-d tool set adopted by 
several brokerages, has a feature that allows users to trace and measure all the dimensions 
of a room, including square footage and height.

what it means

these virtual visits are another digital tool that renters and buyers can use to make an 
informed decision before making an offer. real estate data aggregators, like Zillow and 
neighborhood scout, can help identify neighborhood characteristics including crime statis-
tics and school ratings. localize.city has created an algorithm for rating the quality of natural 
light for thousands of listings in new york city. the site also tracks nearby construction jobs 
that could fray the nerves of homebound residents or someday block their open views.

https://nyti.ms/31lgbuf

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://nyti.ms/31LGbUf


Zoos go online
 

Zoos are beginning to open, but digital experi-

ences allow visitors to see ecosystems from a 

different perspective.

what it is

“we really see our virtual platform as relevant long after we open to full capacity,” said 
bridget coughlin, president and chief executive of the shedd aquarium in chicago, which 
currently permits only 25 percent of its normal volume of visitors. free digital journeys like 
the aquarium’s virtual reality penguin expedition, available through a smartphone app, can 
be taken anytime, from anywhere. 

consider the shedd’s viral moment in march, when it posted videos of several penguins 
investigating the space in place of absent tourists. online explorations, dr. coughlin added, 
allow visitors to see ecosystems “from a different perspective, and sometimes more from 
the animals’ perspective.”

what it means

online excursions to wildlife parks, aquariums and nature centers, however, can offer more 
intimate and revelatory experiences than on-site visits. how often do you get to see a 
penguin wandering an aquarium by itself or have your own face-to-face encounter with a 
cheetah?

https://nyti.ms/39o0pfZ p
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https://nyti.ms/39o0pFZ


tele-therapy
 

some therapists find that remote therapy is 

so convenient to their patients that they will 

continue with it after the pandemic ends

what it is

the overwhelming majority of therapists switched from in-person to remote therapy during 
the coronavirus shutdown. according to a recent survey from the american psychological 
association, three-quarters of clinicians are doing only tele-therapy, and another 16 percent 
are doing a combination of remote and in-person sessions.

in addition to the obvious benefits of convenience and flexibility, video sessions can give ther-
apists a literal window into the patient’s home life. patients also reported benefits. “receiving 
treatment is far less cumbersome, which significantly decreases your stress level, which is a 
huge part of why you’re in there,” said one patient.

yet most therapists interviewed acknowledge that even if remote therapy is effective, it has 
its downsides. on top of the baseline Zoom fatigue that many of us experience, therapists 
must be extra-vigilant for nonverbal cues that are easier to spot in person. “in a room you 
have more cues, so if you relax and miss one cue, you can pick up the next,” said dr. dion. 
according to the a.p.a. survey, 76 percent of therapists said that treating patients remotely is 
more challenging than in-person.

https://nyti.ms/3ghku2y

what it means

peer-reviewed studies have shown that remote therapy 
can be just as effective as in-person therapy for treating 
post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and anxiety. 
a 2017 study from the substance abuse and mental 
health services administration found that of the 46.6 
million americans with a mental health issue, only 42.6 
percent received treatment. experts say that tele-health 
can help close that gap.

if there’s a silver lining with the pandemic, it may be that 
when the dust settles, we will be able to increase the 
number of people who get care.

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://nyti.ms/3gHkU2y


virtual code camp
 
unable to leverage the benefits of in-person 

collaboration, a programming collective in 

new york created a virtual space to come  

together

what it is

the recurse center offers educational retreats for anyone who wants to get better at pro-
gramming. when nyc went into lockdown, rc went virtual, quickly creating a digital simula-
tion of the physical rc space with the goal of facilitating the kind of serendipitous, synchro-
nous, and ephemeral interactions are so important to the experience of collaboration.

this virtual space provides opportunities for online communication that have the ephemeral, 
low stakes-high engagement character of chatting in real life; and makes an online space 
feel full and lively. each of the colorful rooms has a persistent Zoom meeting associated with 
it, which you enter by clicking on it. the map displays who’s in each room in real time, so 
you can look for a friend and pop into a room to say hello — much like in the real world.

what it means

part of what makes rc special irl is the possibility of serendipitous encounters leading to 
new interests, projects, collaborations, and avenues of intellectual inquiry. their virtual 
space does that by replicating (in a quite literal way) the dimensions of the physical space. 

https://www.recurse.com/virtual-rc

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://www.recurse.com/virtual-rc


digital luxury retail
 

many department stores are re-opening with 

a digitally-enabled shopping experience

what it is

department stores were already becoming more technologically savvy, bridging their e-
commerce and brick-and-mortar businesses. covid-19 has meant that these efforts have 
been accelerated by a few years. the pandemic will likely hasten the deployment of existing 
technology: hands-free systems such as automatic doors and touchless payment systems. 

many stores such as neimann marcus and bloomingdale’s are installing contactless check-
out and create more space at stores for curbside pickup and returns and “click and collect” 
stations, where customers can claim items they already bought online. 

marc metrick, the president of saks, said that virtual appointments to shop via videoconfer-
encing are also in the pipeline.

what it means

to survive, luxury retailers are being forced to master something they’ve always avoided: 
impersonal transactions. but increased web sales could lead to wider marketing reach and 
more opportunities to target likely buyers using consumer data.

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/08/04/luxury-retailers-embrace-curbside-pickup/

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/08/04/luxury-retailers-embrace-curbside-pickup/


lo-fi tv experiments
 

television took advantage of a captive audi-

ence and began experimenting to overcome 

challenging limits on production

what it is

every video is a home video now, whether it’s your cat being funny, a late-night talk show or a 
drama shot by the individual actors and edited and broadcast by a major network. 

there have been a few attempts to translate traditional television into this new mode. hbo’s 
coastal elites presented a series of Zoom-based dramatic monologues. a recent episode 
of the cbs legal drama All Rise used Zoom and facetime-style conversations to build a 
plot-rich episode that centered on a trial conducted online. from Joe biden’s remote video 
dispatches to at-home news anchors, the news has found a place outside of polished pro-
duction studios, as have late-night talk shows. 

what it means

the new mode for tv is “lo-fi and intimate,” according to bravo production executive shari 
levine, as viewers become accustomed to broadcasts that replace the polish of the com-
mercial studio with the raw immediacy & intimacy of Zoom. 

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/tv/story/2020-05-14/bravo-real-housewives-andy-cohen-southern-
charm-below-deck-reality-coronavirus
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https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/tv/story/2020-05-14/bravo-real-housewives-andy-cohen-southern-charm-below-deck-reality-coronavirus
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/tv/story/2020-05-14/bravo-real-housewives-andy-cohen-southern-charm-below-deck-reality-coronavirus


e-grocery boom
 

anxious consumers are pivoting to online 

grocery shopping in massive numbers

what it is

the covid-19 pandemic has led consumers to try digital tools for grocery shopping, and the 
total number of online grocery orders in the u.s. reached a record 62.5 million by the end 
of april. that month saw 40 million customers head online to shop for groceries, and these 
customers are expecting their preferred chains to keep up with that shift. 

what it means

grocers are searching for digital tools that can provide the familiarity of shopping in physical 
aisles— which is proving tricky, because no technology can exactly duplicate that experi-
ence. inventory lists must now be optimized for digital channels amid continued growth in 
online traffic.

according to Jacki snyder, senior director for payment services at grocery wholesaler and 
services provider unfi, “my sense is that post-covid-19, consumers will continue to use 
ecommerce, but i believe we will see some shift back into stores,” she explained. “consum-
ers like to see their meat and produce, [and] they do not necessarily want to trust someone 
else to pick those products out for them. i think we will see a mix, but i certainly believe that 
ecommerce utilization will be higher than what it was pre-coviD-19.”

https://www.pymnts.com/commerce-connected/2020/covid-19-grocery-online-mobile-future/

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://www.pymnts.com/commerce-connected/2020/covid-19-grocery-online-mobile-future/


from spectacle  
to access
 

with fashion shows canceled, brands used 

this moment to create a deeper dialog around 

their creative process and intentions
 
what it is

most attempts to capture the magic of a fashion show in a digitally-broadcast film failed to 
capture the commanding thrill of the in-person catwalk experience. they seemed more like 
long-form commercials than anything else.

however, some brands (prada, schiaparelli, ulyana sergeenko, elie saab) took a different 
approach—one which captivated audiences and delivered on the promise of fashion’s magi-
cal powers. these brands gave behind-the-scenes looks at the making of their collections; 
from conception through construction, taking viewers on a journey that felt more special and 
more captivating than the familiar-feeling advertisements put forth by the other houses. for 
example, raf simons and miucca prada answered the internet’s questions about their part-
nership, their process, and their collection in a fascinating dialog that was broadcast along 
with their spring/summer 2021 online show.

what it means

the brands that successfully delivered impact this season were those that brought their col-
lections to life in different ways by unveiling the creative vitality behind the image, pivoting 
from spectacle to access.

https://youtu.be/rcqxpsnzu2q
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/uk/fashion/a32597514/daniel-roseberry-schiaparelli-film/
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https://youtu.be/RCQxPSNzU2Q
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/uk/fashion/a32597514/daniel-roseberry-schiaparelli-film/


47% of those working remotely say that once it’s 
safe to return to work, their ideal arrangement 
would be to continue working from home one to 
four days a week. 

40% would work from home every day, and just 
14% would return to the office every day.

remote work
 

thanks to a suite of digital tools, almost half 

of all office workers are working remotely 

now

what it is

50% of those who were employed before the pandemic were now working remotely. that’s 
a significant increase — pre-covid-19, the paper estimates, the figure was about 15%. it’s a 
messy moment, further blurring a line between home and office that has already been heav-
ily eroded by phones and computers. but companies and employees are adapting.

“it has accelerated three years of digital cultural adaptation to three months,” says paul 
daugherty, cto at accenture.

what it means

the remote experience at many organizations is absolutely going to change the way they 
think about as a company who needs to be in the office and not (and when). 

even if they can cut down on meetings, remote colleagues still need to somehow replace 
the value of small talk, those seemingly casual interchanges that keep information flowing. 
without that easy rapport, feelings of isolation quickly set in. 

research suggests that a couple of days a week at each location (home/office) is the magic 
number to cancel out the negatives of each arrangement while reaping the benefits of both.

https://www.brynjolfsson.com/remotework/

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://www.brynjolfsson.com/remotework/


work from home, 
forever
 

tech giants twitter and facebook have ap-

proved permanent remote-working policies

what it is

twitter ceo Jack dorsey emailed employees in may telling them that they’d be allowed to 
work from home permanently, even after the coronavirus pandemic lockdown passes. some 
jobs that require physical presence, such as maintaining servers, will still require employees 
to come in. facebook ceo mark Zuckerberg made a similar announcement two weeks later. 
Zuckerberg has said he expects 50 percent of his work force to be doing their jobs remotely 
in as little as five years.

what it means

the coronavirus pandemic has upended daily life, changing how we interact with loved ones, 
colleagues and strangers. when the crisis subsides, it’ll remake the workplace too. harvard 
researchers found that about four in 10 companies expect that 40% of their employees 
who switched to remote work during the pandemic will keep doing so after the crisis, at 
least in part. that’s 16% of the work force. most of these workers are among the more highly 
educated and well paid.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/alexkantrowitz/twitter-will-allow-employees-to-work-at-home-forever

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/alexkantrowitz/twitter-will-allow-employees-to-work-at-home-forever


bureaucracy  
goes digital
 

citygrows is a los angeles-based startup with 

a mission to automate government workflow

what it is

the company offers self-service software for local governments to speed up and streamline 
their systems. through the citygrows dashboard, governments and businesses can do ev-
erything from collecting reservations to processing online payments to issuing permits.

switching the permitting process from paper or pdf form to an online application shaves off 
between 50% to 75% of the time it takes to apply. it also makes the review process much 
easier. 

what it means

some municipalities are ditching their old systems and moving online, a massive opportunity 
to reshape in-person bureaucracies that came to a halt when offices shut down, says ceo 
catherine geanuracos. 

“a bunch of the assumptions around government are no longer valid because of covid,” 
geanuracos says. “they’ve had to change and adapt their technology almost in real time.”

https://citygro.ws

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

https://citygro.ws


44 gpx rembrandt
 

the riJksmuseum has released a 44.8 gigapixel 

image of rembrandt’s THe NiGHT WATcH

what it is

one of rembrandt van rijn’s most iconic paintings The Night Watch is currently undergoing 
restoration at the rijksmuseum in amsterdam. as part of the effort, the team took hundreds 
of photographs of the dutch master’s painting and stitched them together into a massive 
44.8 gigapixel image, which they have released online in a zoomable interface. 

what it means

this enables art historians and scientists to study the painting in detail remotely. they can 
see the brushstrokes better than if they were standing in front of the actual painting in 
the museum, which provides new opportunities for remote art history scholarship.

http://hyper-resolution.org

ephemeral
influential
durable
transformative

http://hyper-resolution.org


“the covid-19 pandemic has been a trial by fire, but the 
experience to date has made clear that the health care 
system is ready for broader access to tele-health on a 
permanent basis,” said sen. ron wyden of oregon, a 
democrat who introduced legislation earlier this year.

on July 30th, sen. lamar alexander of tennessee, a re-
publican and chair of the senate health committee, in-
troduced the telehealth modernization act, which would 
also make some changes permanent. the experience of 
the previous four months “will likely mean that hundreds 
of millions of physician-patient visits will be remote or 
online that were in-person before,” he said.

telemedicine boom
 

with more americans staying away from doc-

tors’ offices because of covid-19, the use of 

tele-health has been surging

what it is

in the early stages of the pandemic, health-care systems prioritized urgent medical issues 
and delayed optional care, leading to a 60% drop in outpatient visits in april. simultaneously, 
telemedicine visits surged by as much as 14%, according to data from harvard university. 
nearly $4 billion was billed nationally for tele-health visits during march and april 2020, 
compared to less than $60 million for the same two months of 2019

several telemedicine startups are pivoting to triage covid-19 concerns. athletico, the popu-
lar physical therapy chain, just started doing virtual visits in 2019 but is now offering them 
across the board. 

what it means

patients used virtual visits to avoid overcrowded and potentially infectious doctor’s offices or 
emergency rooms, but many are returning to face-to-face appointments in cities where the 
threat has subsided. the long-term viability to telemedicine will depend on two factors: how 
comfortable patients become with this kind of interaction, and how well medical practices 
(and insurance companies) are able to integrate remote care into their business models.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2020-06-29/telehealth-s-long-term-staying-power
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2020-06-29/telehealth-s-long-term-staying-power


blended learning
 

the abrupt transition to online education 

left everyone scrambling. the winners were 

those that blended digital lessons with some 

human coaching

what it is

students tend to learn less efficiently than usual in online courses, as a rule, and depend-
ing on the course. but if they have a facilitator or mentor on hand, someone to help with the 
technology and focus their attention — an approach sometimes called blended learning — 
they perform about as well in many virtual classes, and sometimes better.

what it means

the last term of the 2020 school year was, in effect, a hard lesson for much of the educa-
tional system in what virtual classes could and could not provide. the content is there, and 
accessible, in any well-prepared course.

but if the evidence thus far is any guide, virtual education will depend for its success on 
old-school principles: creative, attentive teaching and patient support from parents. 

https://nyti.ms/2uffjnb
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https://nyti.ms/2UFFjNb


cabaret.com
 

the club has decamped to instagram. it’s 

where strippers are dancing in front of mil-

lions, dJs are playing in cyberspace, and drag 

queens are performing in showers

what it is

nightclub performers were among the first hit when statewide shutdowns of non-essential 
businesses went into effect. but by mid-march, queens started to take their club shows to 
instagram live and twitch. many performers have made more money for a three-minute 
number in their bedroom than they made for a three-hour gig in a club. 

what it means

the most interesting club is now on your phone.

with bars and clubs stuck in an indefinite holding pattern, these performers will take those 
tips and invest in new digital shows where they have more control. once this infrastructure is 
in place, it will likely endure beyond the pandemic, as performers will then have the equip-
ment and expertise to deliver quality entertainment online and reach audiences beyond their 
home cities.

https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2020/03/17/43176879/drag-shows-are-going-digital
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https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2020/03/17/43176879/drag-shows-are-going-digital


killer cash
 

consumers and businesses are increasingly 

wary of using cash, preferring more sanitary 

digital payment options

what it is

while most struggling businesses will take payment in any form to make ends meet during 
an economic downturn, the covid-19 pandemic has led some businesses to stop accepting  
cash, fearing that it could be a transmission vehicle for the virus. 

“this crisis is clearly pushing us even farther away from using cash in our everyday legal 
transactions,” said kenneth rogoff, a harvard university economics professor. “and it’s for 
obvious reasons. no one wants to touch something you or someone else just touched. that’s 
not going to change any time soon.”

a shift to other forms of payment has been encouraged by government agencies, such as 
the california department of public health, which suggests the use of debit and credit cards. 
reopening plans for multiple counties also recommend “contactless” payment systems.

what it means

some experts predict that the pandemic will accelerate a steady flight by american consum-
ers away from dollars and cents.

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-22/retailers-consumers-reject-cash-coronavirus-pandemic
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https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-22/retailers-consumers-reject-cash-coronavirus-pandemic


live theater streams
 

live theater pivots to digital broadcast  

experiments as theaters shut down

what it is

in Lungs, streaming live from the old vic theater, matt smith and claire foy play a contradic-
tory couple in an age of isolation. the show was broadcast live via Zoom to a limited num-
ber of ticket holders each night. this production was the maiden offering of the Old vic: in 
camera series of live performances, which try to approximate the feelings of being in that 
theater, in the audience, in the present tense.

this means that the show is preceded by the murmuring sound associated with packed 
houses before curtain time, a noise contradicted by the image of an achingly empty expanse 
of seats. and since new income is essential to the survival of the old vic, theatergoers are 
asked to pay west end ticket prices to watch, from 20 to 65 pounds. ($25 to $80.) the show 
streamed through July 4, and most performances — which were booked to reflect the the-
ater’s normal capacity — were sold out.

what it means

modern theater has always progressed through experimentation and boundary pushing. 
finding new ways to connect to audiences and tell stories on new platforms will keep the 
performing arts relevant and vital long past the pandemic.

https://www.oldvictheatre.com/whats-on/2020/old-vic-in-camera/lungs-in-camera Lu
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https://www.oldvictheatre.com/whats-on/2020/old-vic-in-camera/lungs-in-camera


virtual decorating
 

online home decorating services have seen a 

huge uptick in business

what it is

with millions of americans trapped at home, it’s hardly surprising that they are investing 
in home improvements. but now they are more likely to turn to virtual decorating services, 
rather than shopping for furniture in person.

within days of shuttering their stores, many furniture companies took a big step by putting 
robust virtual interior design services front and center. design within reach, ethan allen, 
restoration hardware, and west elm, among many others, began promoting personalized, 
one-on-one interior design sessions delivered via videoconference and online chat, for free.

gretchen hansen, the ceo of the digital interior design service decorist, reports a 30% in-
crease in traffic and a 30% increase in spending per project. “we have seen unprecedent-
ed increases in our business across the board—in traffic, sign-ups, and spending,” she said. 

what it means

stay-at-home directives are causing a fundamental and lasting shift on the interior design 
business—with a large-scale migration from in-person to virtual services. once people have 
gotten used to virtual services, they are more likely to return to them in a post-pandemic 
economy.

https://www.decorist.com/
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https://www.decorist.com/


pivot to digital / implications

We are builDing Digital infrastructure that Will enable 
post-panDemic connections to thrive online in Ways that 
they DiDn’t before. 

once quarantine ends, people will race to return to the delights of the 

analog world, but will stay engaged with Whichever Digital services anD 

experiences can offer more—be it convenience or access—than the  

offline world can. 



pivot to digital / implications

maybe it’s not about just going back 
to what we did before. it’s about  
figuring out how this is going to be 
different and better that what we’ve 
done before.”

- elaine alderette, art center college for design

“



amplify access

•	 be placeless. take advantage 
of the power of digital plat-
forms to reach new audiences 
and spark new conversations.

•	 be alert to the limitations of 
digital connections; find ways 
to balance or supplement con-
nections through a blended 
approach that interlaces digital 
content and human presence.

•	 offer intimate “behind the 
scenes” storytelling that 
spotlights the creative magic 
behind what you do

blur the lines

•	 stop thinking about digital 
and physical as such distinct 
domains. 

•	 digitize the physical and 
physicalize the digital to come 
up with unexpected hybrids.

•	 think about digital transfor-
mation through a brand lens: 
how would your brand prom-
ise evolve if you were “digital 
first”?

embrace the unreal

•	 digital worlds are bounded 
only by our imaginations. 

•	 don’t be limited by legacy 
assumptions about how things 
“should” work in meatspace; 
explore digital options that are 
unfettered by physicality.

pivot to digital / creative guidelines

figure out what digital does best—and do that like craZy

push bounDaries

•	 your customer/audience has 
a temporary openness to lo-fi 
creative experiments. 

•	 try something new, and don’t 
worry about it being so pol-
ished or perfect—this is a time 
for raw immediacy.

•	 be iterative! evaluate each at-
tempt and tweak imperfections 
the next time.
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signal 
safety
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the only thing we all agree on is  
feeling unsure. people need new 
kinds of reassurance that come from 
thoughtful design innovations and 
clear communication.
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the only thing we all agree on is  
feeling unsure. people need new 
kinds of reassurance that come from 
thoughtful design innovations and 
clear communication.

the lack of clear and dependable guidance has left people confused, unsure, and in conflict about 

how best to navigate this harrowing time. they are looking for assurances that their health and safety 

are priorities.

emerging needs: touchless pui  /  sanitary assurance  /  autonomous cleaning



sanitary assurance
 

the hospitality industry is looking for ways 

to reassure guests that spaces are sanitiZed 

and safe

what it is

the coronavirus outbreak has cost hotels in the united states more than $23 billion in room 
revenue since mid-february. as these properties prepare for a new operational reality — one 
that must balance federal, state and local laws and consumer anxiety about getting sick — 
the world’s largest hotel companies have all come forward in recent weeks to announce new 
cleaning playbooks.

“the first question that comes to mind when someone’s making the decision to book is: ‘am 
i going to be safe?’” said suzanne markham bagnera, ph.d., assistant clinical professor and 
chair of the undergraduate program in the school of hospitality administration at boston 
university. “cleaning has traditionally been a back-of-the-house or behind-the-scenes 
tactic, hotels are now needing to bring that to the center stage.”

what it means

we used to take a clean hotel room for granted and hope that hotels would deliver. but now, 
because we associate the word ‘clean’ with something that is virus-free, it has become even 
more important than it used to be.

https://nyti.ms/3eikxe2
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https://nyti.ms/3eIkxE2


robo-cleaning
 

autonomous cleaning robots deliver a higher 

quality, more efficient clean - with proof of 

performance

what it is

softbank robotics has developed an industrial cleaning robot that offers real data about 
each cleaning. the vacuum works using lidar technology, in which sensors use pulses of 
light to detect objects and determine how far away they are. this is the same technology 
used in self-driving cars. using whiz connect, clients can see how, when, and where clean-
ing was performed. 

another example comes from the computer science and artificial intelligence laboratory at 
mit, who have developed a robotic system to disinfect surfaces using uvc light. the system, 
which can operate without supervision, utilizes short-wavelength ultraviolet light to kill micro-
organisms via a process known as “ultraviolet germicidal irradiation”.

what it means

while chemical cleaning products are effective at cleaning surfaces, it’s a highly labor inten-
sive task to ensure they are cleaned correctly & repeatedly, especially in larger facilities. the 
cleaning process itself places workers at risk of catching the virus. robotic cleaners solve 
both of these problems by cleaning surfaces correctly and keeping workers safe.

https://www.softbankrobotics.com/us/whiz w
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https://www.softbankrobotics.com/us/whiz


touchless fixtures
 

kohler has a line of high-tech “intelligent” 

toilets and sinks with features like touchless 

operation and self-closing lids

what it is

these are not items that any home needs under normal conditions. yet sales of this line 
jumped eightfold during the first two weeks of march compared to the previous year.

•	 the setra touchless kitchen faucet offers touchless on/off operation through a state-of-
the-art sensor and on/off and measured dispense operation when paired with a voice 
assistant.

•	 the new touchless toilet offers touchless flushing through the integration of a sensor 
placed in the flush lever of the toilet. by simply placing your hand in front of the lever, 
users can flush without spreading bacteria. 

what it means

americans are scared of coronavirus contamination in their bathrooms and kitchens: no one 
wants to touch anything unnecessary right now. once these durable pieces of hardware 
are installed, they will outlast the pandemic, and build an ongoing expectation for touchless 
interactions.

https://www.us.kohler.com/us/sensate-touchless-kitchen-faucet-w-15-1-2-pull-down-spout-docknetik-magnetic-
docking-system-and-a-2-function-sprayhead-featuring-the-new-sweep-spray/productdetail/kitchen-sink-fau-
cets/825440.htm
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https://www.us.kohler.com/us/sensate-touchless-kitchen-faucet-w-15-1-2-pull-down-spout-docknetik-magnetic-docking-system-and-a-2-function-sprayhead-featuring-the-new-sweep-spray/productDetail/kitchen-sink-faucets/825440.htm
https://www.us.kohler.com/us/sensate-touchless-kitchen-faucet-w-15-1-2-pull-down-spout-docknetik-magnetic-docking-system-and-a-2-function-sprayhead-featuring-the-new-sweep-spray/productDetail/kitchen-sink-faucets/825440.htm
https://www.us.kohler.com/us/sensate-touchless-kitchen-faucet-w-15-1-2-pull-down-spout-docknetik-magnetic-docking-system-and-a-2-function-sprayhead-featuring-the-new-sweep-spray/productDetail/kitchen-sink-faucets/825440.htm


hands-off museums
 

science and children’s museums are studying 

how to rethink their many tactile exhibits to 

keep people safe

what it is

visitors to the international spy museum will still be able activate touch screens and press 
buttons. it has bought disposable styluses that visitors can use in place of their hands, a low-
cost solution that has caught on among museums of all kinds.

other institutions are looking into antiviral coatings that can be applied to the screens or 
thinking up other outside-the-box solutions to avoid the need for touching. “if we can’t be 
hands-on, can we be feet-on?” Jackie eyl (youth education director at the international spy 
museum) asked.

the american museum of natural history is looking into more investment in gesture-based 
technology, in addition to mobile apps that allow visitors to navigate museums with their 
smartphones.

what it means

germy surfaces have long been a concern for visitors to these institutions. the coronavirus 
has finally provided an impossible-to-ignore motivation for doing something about it. gesture 
is poised to become the new ux standard.

https://nyti.ms/2ZmZskp
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https://nyti.ms/2ZMZSKP


touch free transit
 

contactless transactions for transit fares 

increased 187% through the end of June

what it is

contactless payment offerings had grown in popularity, particularly in the retail space, long 
before the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. from march 2019 to march 2020, tap-to-pay 
penetration grew 150% before dropping to its global all-time low as economies shut down 
under stay-at-home orders, according to visa.

what it means

as transit agencies struggle with record-low ridership amid the pandemic, contactless fare 
payment systems are being increasingly considered and implemented as a tool to encourage 
ridership and promote safe riding environments.

while the benefits of and interest in contactless payments are apparent across the trans-
portation industry, there are barriers to consider, including how to ensure unbanked and 
underbanked transit riders have access to payment options.

https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/touchless-transit-payments-increased-187-since-april-visa/581690/
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https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/touchless-transit-payments-increased-187-since-april-visa/581690/


hands-free handles
 

designers are creating a variety of hands-

free door handle attachments

what it is

architectural designers ivo tedbury and freddie hong have created a 3d-printed device that 
adapts door handles for hands-free opening, in a bid to help prevent the spread of coro-
navirus. the idea is that instead of opening the door with their hands, users loop their arm 
through the adaptor and pull the door open.

design studio materialise designed another such handle with easy installation in mind: the 
easy-to-use openers don’t require drilling holes or replacing a door’s handle. setting it up 
is simple: all users have to do is fasten two 3d-printed pieces together with screws over an 
existing handle.

what it means

the benefit of both these solutions is how easily they are able to update existing hardware to 
respond to a new need.

https://handsfreedesign.co 
https://www.materialise.com/en/hands-free-door-opener
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https://handsfreedesign.co
https://www.materialise.com/en/hands-free-door-opener


certified safety
 

new certification standards help building 

teams provide healthy spaces

what it is

the international well building institute launched the well health-safety rating for all 
building and facility types, an evidence-based, third-party verified rating focusing on opera-
tional policies, maintenance protocols and design strategies to address a post covid-19 
environment. 

in addition, four new leed standards outline sustainable best practices that align with public 
health and industry guidelines related to cleaning and disinfecting, workplace re-occupancy, 
hvac and plumbing operations. 

1. the cleaning and Disinfecting Your Space standard requires facilities to create a policy 
and implement procedures that follow green cleaning best practices that support a 
healthy indoor environment and worker safety.

2. the Re-enter Your Workspace standard identifies sustainable requirements in building 
operations and human behavior that take precautions against the spread of covid-19.

3. the Building Water System Recommissioning standard helps building teams reduce the 
risk that occupants are exposed to degraded water quality.

4. the Managing indoor Air Quality During cOviD-19 standard builds on existing indoor air 
quality requirements and credits in leed.

https://www.usgbc.org/articles/helping-buildings-and-spaces-post-pandemic-re-entry

what it means

in a time of uncertainty and extensive mis-information, 
objective standards become an important tool for 
alignment and consensus, enabling a leveling of expec-
tations and facilitating clarity of communications.
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https://www.usgbc.org/articles/helping-buildings-and-spaces-post-pandemic-re-entry


https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/chicago-office-building-constructed-with-coronavirus-fighting-fea-
tures/581373/

fulton east
 

a chicago office building will be one of the 

first in the country to boast features de-

signed to address covid-19 safety concerns

what it is

the 90,000-square-foot fulton east, which was under construction when the outbreak hit, 
has been engineered for maximum social distancing, touch-free operation, and air and sur-
face sanitization. the 12-story building which will house up to 500 people at full occupancy, 
is constructed with 10,605-square-foot floor plates that facilitate flexible, custom planning 
options for tenants.

other health, safety, and wellness enhancements include: touch-free thermal scanning at the 
lobby security desk, touch-free key fob access and security system accessed via a mobile 
phone, an 8,000-square-foot rooftop garden for individual use and small group meetings 
and restroom walls painted with sherwin-williams paint shield that is said to kill greater than 
99.9% of staph, mrsa, e. coli and other pathogens within two hours of exposure.

what it means

the pandemic has accelerated the move towards more health-related features in build-
ings. this heightened awareness means that employers are considering health-related 
features on par with energy savings or aesthetic considerations when evaluating office 
buildings. 
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https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/chicago-office-building-constructed-with-coronavirus-fighting-features/581373/
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/chicago-office-building-constructed-with-coronavirus-fighting-features/581373/


designing for  
distance
 

a new effort focused on baltimore is offer-

ing a set of solutions to public space chal-

lenges during the pandemic. 

what it is

The Design for Distancing ideas Guidebook — a free document from the city of baltimore, 
the Johns hopkins bloomberg school of public health, the baltimore development corpora-
tion, and the city’s nonprofit neighborhood design center — collects 10 plans for creating 
temporary, low-cost spaces that permit physically distant social interaction in urban envi-
ronments such as streets, alleys, vacant land and parking lots. 

the designs go beyond the ad-hoc bollards-and-traffic-cones approach that cities have used 
to widen sidewalks and carve out space for pedestrians in the earlier days of the pandemic. 
they include modular concepts for outdoor retail, public cleansing stations, community art 
classes, and pop-up services like haircuts and mobile libraries. some are no larger than a 
parking space; others can be scaled up to a whole retail strip. many of the designs are built 
around the notion of a far more car-free streetscape.

what it means

providing clear guidance for the design and implementation of health-conscious public 
spaces is a critical step in getting back to normal.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ec2e7939ccfe46b4d0946b4/t/5efe3629cbffa3052c319
3b8/1593718320561/ideas_guidebook_final.pdf
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ec2e7939ccfe46b4d0946b4/t/5efe3629cbffa3052c3193b8/1593718320561/Ideas_Guidebook_Final.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ec2e7939ccfe46b4d0946b4/t/5efe3629cbffa3052c3193b8/1593718320561/Ideas_Guidebook_Final.pdf


safer stores
 

consumers are hungry to shop, but anxious 

about the potential dangers

what it is

like upscale hotels and restaurants, high-end department stores have always tried to hide 
their maintenance efforts from customers, lest a stray floor buffer dim the luster of luxury. 
not anymore. 

so far their plans are similar: employees will wear face masks and submit to health screen-
ings; some store layouts will be reconfigured to create more space and promote one-way 
traffic flows; customer capacity will be limited; stores will be cleaned more often; hours will 
be reduced; hand sanitizer will be liberally available; in-store events or any services requiring 
close contact (beauty tutorials, bra fittings) will be suspended or adapted. 

nordstrom said its strategy for its 116 locations (soon to be 100, with many in suburbia) is 
to “overcommunicate.” before reopening, the company wants to prepare shoppers for what 
to expect by posting photos and videos of the changes on social media. nordstrom will rely 
on visibility, spacing out dressing rooms and posting forms indicating the last time they were 
cleaned — which will be after every customer, the company said.

https://nyti.ms/3desq8n
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what it means

many people are hungry to have a shopping experience 
again. but many are also feeling psychologically vulner-
able. “the most basic thing people will be looking for is 
health and well-being: am i going to be safe?” said mary 
portas, a retail consultant and broadcaster. 

for pandemic-era retailers, the more obvious signs of 
cleaning, the better. visibility offers reassurance, and 
wary shoppers need reassurance. 

https://nyti.ms/3dESq8n


purifying light
 

artemide has developed a way of turning 

lamps into room sanitiZers that emit  

anti-viral ultraviolet light when people are 

not around

what it is

called integralis, the patented technology can be fitted to light fixtures and programmed via 
an app to emit normal light when rooms are occupied and ultraviolet (uv) rays when they are 
empty.

fixtures can be controlled via the brand’s artemide app, allowing lights in rooms that are 
used infrequently such as bathrooms or changing rooms to constantly emit bacteria-sup-
pressing light.

fixtures in busier rooms can be programmed to emit short bursts of stronger uv light when 
nobody is present.

what it means

unlike cleaning products such as alcohol-based sanitizers, light can act constantly in the 
background to prevent the development of bacterial colonies. 

https://www.artemide.com/en/journal/13/artemide-presents-integralis
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https://www.artemide.com/en/journal/13/artemide-presents-integralis


signal safety / implications

an invisible, DeaDly virus makes people anxious anD in 
neeD of conspicuous reassurances.

touchless infrastructure will create a permanent reminder that the 

world is a dirty and dangerous place. expectations have been forever 

changed about interaction with the physical world.

people will continue to look for clear and obvious signs that health & 

safety have been taken seriously. the closest historical equivalent is how 

significantly security has changed since 9/11.



signal safety / implications

guests are very sensitive to hygiene and 
anything that even looks messy will trans-
late to unclean in their minds. 
it all needs to be tidy and spotless, now 
more than ever.”

- syed asim hussain, black sheep restaurants

“



shoW & tell

•	 elevate health-related features/
services/benefits by fore-
grounding them in clear and 
straightforward ways.

•	 let sanitation activities leave a 
trace on their environment to 
reassure guests.

hanDs off

•	 one of the most noticeable (and 
easy to implement) upgrades 
will be to reduce points of 
contact between human hands 
and your equipment, surfaces, 
handles, and especially people. 

•	 hack existing hardware to pro-
vide a hands-free alternative.

•	 investigate gesture and voice 
control for touchless ux.

•	 allow users to interact directly 
on their personal mobile de-
vices, instead of requiring them 
to touch public touchscreens.

signal safety / creative guidelines

reassure people that safety is your main concern

give guiDance

•	 develop and communicate 
clear &  objective standards 
for what “safe” means.

•	 clearly cue people how & 
when they should follow guide-
lines.

•	 find a brand-focused balance 
between safety, customer ex-
perience, and business goals.
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everyone’s stress levels are off the charts 
right now. they are looking to soothe their 
growing anxiety by cocooning at home and 
exploring chill new worlds
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everyone’s stress levels are off the charts 
right now. they are looking to soothe their 
growing anxiety by cocooning at home and 
exploring chill new worlds

the world feels like a scary place right now, requiring constant vigilance to navigate it safely.  

all this hand-washing and social distancing are exhausting, so it’s easy to see why people are  

choosing to disconnect by escaping into less threatening spaces.

emerging needs: Digital holiDay  /  cocooning 2.0  /  fun getaWays



urban exodus
 

the pandemic is spurring suburban home 

sales as prosperous city residents seek more 

space

what it is

since the pandemic began, the suburbs around new york city, from new Jersey to west-
chester county to connecticut to long island, have been experiencing enormous demand for 
homes of all prices.

in July, there was a 44 percent increase in home sales for the suburban counties surround-
ing the city when compared with the previous year. the increase was 112 percent in west-
chester, just north of new york city, and 73 percent in fairfield county, conn., just over the 
state border. at the same time, the number of properties sold in manhattan plummeted 56 
percent.

what it means

the suburban demand, driven in part by new york city residents who are able to work 
remotely while offices are closed, raises unsettling questions about how fast the city will be 
able to recover from the pandemic. it is an exodus that analysts say is reminiscent of the one 
that fueled the suburbanization of america in the second half of the 20th century.

https://nyti.ms/31fb0ta
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https://nyti.ms/31Fb0tA


home improvements
 

facing additional months of distance learn-

ing and working from home, some are making 

extensive home improvements that they would 

not have done otherwise

what it is

in June 2020, professionals who list their services on the home renovation site houzz 
reported a 58 percent increase in requests from homeowners from June 2019, with queries 
about home extensions and additions up 52 percent. 

some homeowners are converting garages into work studios, or adding a shed in the yard 
for an office. others are renovating the basement to turn it into a yoga studio or a classroom. 
working from home is likely here to stay in a significant way, even after offices reopen. as a 
result, some architects believe residential design will include spaces that can flex to meet 
different needs over the course of a day. 

what it means

such durable changes to homes will require some ingenuity once c-19 begins to wane. how 
will homeowners flex these new spaces to accommodate their post-pandemic lifestyles? 

https://nyti.ms/30xssjk
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https://nyti.ms/30XsSjk


yard-cation
 

as millions of americans prepare for a sum-

mer spent largely at home, many are taking a 

fresh look at their outdoor spaces and find-

ing ways to make them more inviting

what it is

homeowners are adding play sets, bounce houses, fire pits and basketball hoops, anything 
to keep themselves and their children busy during the long, hot summer. big-ticket proj-
ects that may have been shelved for years, like outdoor kitchens, in-ground pools, hot tubs 
or cabanas, are suddenly top priorities, with homeowners calling contractors to see if such 
projects can be completed during a shutdown.

what it means

some families see this as a long-term shift, and don’t anticipate traditional activities like 
renting a summer house again. “i’d rather have the sanctuary of my home versus the un-
known,” said one parent. “i think fear is going to be there next year.”

given the prospect of a long period of social distancing, “i want to make sure home base is 
somewhere really awesome,” said another parent, “because you never know how long this is 
going to last or if this is going to happen again.”

https://nyti.ms/3edgaf1
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https://nyti.ms/3edGaf1


chill in a can
 

pepsi’s latest drink driftwell is pitched as a 

way to combat stress and insomnia

what it is

doctors and dentists are reporting more cases of cracked teeth and insomnia as the corona-
virus pandemic takes a toll on the nation’s stress levels. 

pepsi’s enhanced water drink contains 200 miligrams of l-theanine, an amino acid that’s 
found in green and black teas and some mushrooms. a few studies have suggested that the 
ingredient can improve sleep quality and can help reduce the physical symptoms of stress.

what it means

functional water beverages were a $2.97 billion market last year in the u.s., according to 
data from euromonitor international, which forecasts that their popularity will boost sales 
nearly 5% this year. relaxation drinks are a much smaller category, although their popularity 
in Japan suggests they could become a part of americans’ everyday routines.

https://www.fastcompany.com/90548696/pepsico-wants-to-help-the-caffeinated-masses-get-better-sleep-with-its-
new-relaxation-drink
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https://www.fastcompany.com/90548696/pepsico-wants-to-help-the-caffeinated-masses-get-better-sleep-with-its-new-relaxation-drink
https://www.fastcompany.com/90548696/pepsico-wants-to-help-the-caffeinated-masses-get-better-sleep-with-its-new-relaxation-drink


home exercise boom
 

staying healthy at home means skipping the 

gym in favor of an individual fitness experi-

ence

what it is

the international health, racquet & sportsclub association estimated that the u.s. fitness 
club industry lost $3.5 billion in revenue between march 26 and may 1. 

to try to make up for  empty gyms, many are pivoting to digital experiences. by the third 
week of april, 74% of clubs and studios offered group on-demand or live classes, up from 
5% last october. 

and home exercise equipment brands are having a huge surge in profits. peloton is seeing 
record growth, with revenues up 66% compared to last year during its fiscal third quarter 
that ended march 31.

what it means

some might come to prefer the choice and convenience of working out at home to visiting 
gyms, and therefore there’s still opportunity to sell plenty of bikes (to those who don’t already 
own a peloton) or remote fitness services.

https://nyti.ms/2ZhkZqs
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studypod
 

livit’s microcabin is a detached home office 

you can place in your backyard

what it is

design studio livit has created studypod, a detached office cabin that allows users to isolate 
and work close to nature without leaving their houses. known for the birdbox adventure 
cabin, livit is now expanding its product line with a design that addresses the increasing 
number of people working from home since the covid-19 pandemic broke out. the tiny 
studypod comes with a zen, minimalist form and a detachable desk.

what it means

with studypod, livit has come up with a ‘work from home solution’ that brings users close 
to nature and helps them avoid distractions. the cabin is delivered with or without a detach-
able desk, so it can be used for other purposes like a yoga room, annex or hobbies. “our 
goal at livit is to create amazing experiences for people, and the studypod is something we 
think can truly add value to people’s everyday lives, by giving them breathing space without 
distractions, where they can focus and get close to nature,’ says designer torstein aa.

https://www.studypod.no
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window swap
 

WiNDOW SWAp lets you enJoy the view from 

other people’s windows around the world

what it is

window swap, a website that lets you gaze out of other people’s windows all over the world, 
is one way to get the feel of being in a new place while staying safe during the pandemic. 
anyone can access window swap—no app downloads or subscriptions needed—and find 
a video of a new window to gaze through, which is refreshed randomly whenever you click 
a button at the bottom of the screen. videos of windows can be submitted by anyone who 
wants to give people a new perspective in the world.

what it means

one of the best small pleasures you can have while traveling is looking out the window of 
your hotel to drink in the view. of course, traveling to new windows isn’t available for people 
who are in quarantine. as lockdown measures to combat coronavirus continue in many parts 
of the world, people are finding new ways to “travel” without actually traveling.

https://window-swap.com
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camping escape
 

after months of lockdown and isolation, 

camping is proving the ultimate social dis-

tancing activity

what it is

as the weather warms up in many places around the world, camping presents an ideal solu-
tion to escape the confines of domestic interiors and immerse oneself into nature. 

dozens of new companies are popping up to rent or sell retrofitted sleeper vans, some now 
with yearlong wait-lists. apps are surfacing to help these van dwellers find legal parking. big 
r.v. park conglomerates, whose stocks have soared, are starting to eye the new interest and 
figure out ways to capitalize. and advocates for the rights of the homeless, who often end up 
living in cars out of need, are seeing potential new allies among the new professional class of 
car campers.

what it means

as the worlds seems to fall apart, the impulse to escape grows stronger. the last few months 
have felt chaotic, and the van living sell is that there can be stability in constant motion. 
“what we say is: we build your escape,” said leland gilmore, the founder of benchmark 
vehicles, which makes custom vans. “these are little escape vessels, escape pods.”

https://nyti.ms/2byZfdc p
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boating boom
 

with families looking for a way to vacation in 

a bubble, they’re plowing money they might 

have spent on trips and summer camps into 

boats

what it is

boats haven’t quite achieved sold-out pandemic panic-buy status, like toilet paper, bicycles 
and bread flour, but they’re in increasingly short supply. the run on boats is happening 
across the country. 

chuck cashman, the chief revenue officer of the boat dealership marinemax, which has 64 
locations in 23 states, says sales are up in every single category. nearly three quarters of 
queries online are from first-time boat buyers, an unusually high number, he said. 

what it means

nothing says fun-in-isolation quite like a powerboat. “if you go to an island, it seems like 
there’s no coronavirus,” one new owner said. “and the boat itself is like an island. you’re 
separated from the stress of life.”

https://nyti.ms/3inbg7a
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among trees
 

an exploration game set in woods abundant 

with life and light

what it is

Among Trees is a vibrant first person survival sandbox game, set in a colorful wilderness 
world that is filled to the brim with life. from dense forests and lakes to dark caves. custom-
ize your cabin, go fishing, camp, survive the cold night, the hunger, and deadly beasts roam-
ing around your surroundings. 

what it means

people are looking for relaxing ways to escape the stress of life in lockdown. games like 
among trees use the right combination of tranquil graphics and mellow game play to create 
the perfect balance of engagement and soothing.

https://www.amongtreesgame.com
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serene scenes
 

“the desire for escapism is at an all-time high” 

say visualiZers creating fantasy renderings

what it is

with coronavirus confining people to their homes, a new breed of visual artists is creating 
utopian landscapes, buildings and interiors for armchair escapists. renderings depicting 
ethereal seaside homes to surreal, pastel-hued dreamscapes have become popular in recent 
months as people in lockdown seek to be transported beyond their own four walls.

what it means

fantasy renderings “offer a chance to wonder and escape,” said paul milinksi, creative 
director of vaulter. “these utopian and fictional spaces feed into people’s imaginations and 
appetite for a change of scenery, be it completely impossible or not.”

digital artist alexis christodoulou says his interest in 3d design grew from playing video 
games as a child. when he started creating his own imagery five years ago, he wanted to 
carve out a more sophisticated aesthetic.

“it is really just an extension of the need to see something more modern and refined rather 
than the same old fantasy and sci-fi worlds being built at the time.”

https://alexiscstudio.com/work st
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sex toy surge
 

as the pandemic approached its peak, online 

retailers saw sales spike, as people capitaliZed 

on all that alone time

what it is

sales for at least five major sex toy brands have seen significant increases throughout 2020, 
seemingly in step with instructions to stay inside and avoid other people. wow tech group, 
which owns the sex toy brands wevibe and womanizer had already exceeded their monthly 
sales projections by more than 40 percent as of march 25. 

what it means

in times of stress, people need to find ways to escape & feel good.

https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/y3m9bw/sex-toy-sales-up-during-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic
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drive-in everything
 

the role of the automobile has been  

reinvented in the coronavirus era

what it is

once just a way of getting from one place to another, the car has been turned into a mini-
shelter on wheels, safe from contamination, a cocoon that allows its occupants to be inside 
and outside at the same time.

the trend has transformed communities and businesses. drive-in theaters are experiencing 
renewed interest. people picnic from sedans and pickup trucks. birthdays, baby showers 
and graduations are celebrated by waving through windows. some churches have been able 
to conduct services that cater to worshipers in their cars. an event producer known as dJ 
carnage has been hosting a series of “road raves,” at which partiers will remain in their 
cars while dJ’s spin a live set. 

what it means

the lengthy lead time for the design and production of new cars means that there will be 
little long-term impact of this phenomenon. however, since automobile manufacturers have 
already been re-conceiving vehicle interiors in light of the arrival of autonomous driving, it is 
likely that we will eventually see car interiors that feel more like rooms than vehicles.

https://nyti.ms/2a1r9yg 
https://www.theroadrave.com
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enable escape / implications

our WorlD has been fragmenteD in a Way that has maDe us 
hyper-conscious of spaces. more than ever, We are aWare 
of the Divisions betWeen private (safe/controlleD) anD 
public (unsafe/uncontrolleD). 

big investments in the home during lockdown make it a more appealing 

place for families to escape from the world. the expense and effort of this 

evolution is setting up a fairly durable cocooning trend: the nicer your 

home is, the more likely you are to spend time there.

escapist leisure activities—both physical and digital—will recede slightly 

as the pandemic eases, but will leave a lingering appetite.



enable escape / implications

as the world seems to fall apart the 
urge to escape grows stronger.”

- nellie bowles, The New York Times

“



bring it home

•	 meet people where they are & 
join the flood of services that 
are finding new relevance in 
the home.

•	 don’t underestimate the ap-
peal of the from-home option. 
people will sacrifice a lot for 
the sake of that convenience.

•	 to be workable at home, 
objects must be portable and 
flexible enough to cycle in and 
out of living spaces, which are 
becoming increasingly multi-
use.

transport the senses

•	 soothe people’s frayed nerves 
with delicious sensory delights. 
use all of your creative skills to  
engage their senses & distract 
them from stress.

•	 layer storytelling and seduc-
tive visuals to create compel-
ling digital alternatives to the 
real-world spaces people feel 
trapped in.

enable escape / creative guidelines

comfort people in search of soothing and cocooning

stay engageD

•	 reward curiosity. create expe-
riences that invite exploration 
and discovery.

•	 turn up the heat on storytell-
ing and world-building. a com-
pelling narrative is a powerful 
way to capture and hold some-
one’s attention.



 

02.  
SIGNAL  
SAFETy

the only thing we all 

agree on is feeling unsure

reassure people that safety is 

your prime concern

03.  
ENABLE  
ESCAPE

everyone’s stress levels 

are off the charts

comfort people in search of 

soothing and cocooning

01.  
PIVOT TO  
dIGITAL

digital platforms finally 

achieve critical mass

figure out what digital does 

best and do that like crazy

creative principles / review
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emerging principle 

pivot to digital
emerging principle 

enable escape
emerging principle 

signal safety

influencing megatrend 

fake it
influencing megatrend 

chill out
influencing megatrend 

be direct

embrace the creative poten-

tial of radical inauthenticity

make design choices that 

soothe the mind and senses

focus and clarity are needed 

to cut through the noise 

mega-trend alignment



conclusion

comfort with ambiguity,  
uncertainty, and lack of control  
will be necessary to remain mentally  
resilient and apply creativity  
to innovate in fast-paced, disruptive  
environments.”
 
- heather mcgowan, The Adaptation Advantage

“



conclusion / finding the new next

disruption demands change. 
this moment of disaster is also 
an opportunity: a chance to re-
write rules and use the power 
of creative problem solving to 
invent a better world.

we must adapt to this new normal in a world where the biggest risk comes from  

not changing at all.



contact mike@thenewnext.net to learn more, or visit our website.

 

thank you.

mailto:mike%40thenewnext.net?subject=
https://www.thenewnext.net/2020-update

